Television Academy
2014 Primetime Emmy Awards Ballot

Outstanding Costumes For A Series
For a single episode of a regular series. Emmy(s) to costume designer, costume supervisor, assistant
costume designer and single-credit key costumer (who is the only costume person on the show.) NOTE:
VOTE FOR NO MORE THAN FIVE achievements in this category that you have seen and feel are worthy of
nomination. (More than five votes in this category will void all votes in this category.)

001

About A Boy
About A Rib Chute
May 20, 2014
Will is completely heartbroken when Sam receives a job opportunity she can’t refuse in New York,
prompting Fiona and Marcus to try their best to comfort him. With her absence weighing on his mind, Will
turns to Andy for his sage advice in figuring out how to best move forward.

002

Alpha House
Showgirls
January 3, 2014
Louis decides to help showgirls organize, but the Watt brothers stand in his way. A video of Gil John hitting a
soldier with a chair in Afghanistan goes viral so Maddie looks for a way to humanize him and Andy's Vanity
Fair cover shoot takes an unexpected direction.

003

The Americans
The Walk In
March 12, 2014
Philip and Elizabeth complete their next mission. Philip's fears about Elizabeth's readiness for action
deepen. Stan tracks the KGB walk-in which leads to much praise at work and a deepening of his attachment
to Nina. Paige snoops into her mother’s family background and Oleg begins to scrutinize Nina’s secret
operation.

004

Banshee
Bullets And Tears
March 14, 2014
Lucas and Carrie reflect on their Capital Diamond heist 15 years ago as they gear up to battle Rabbit. After
his army is decimated in a blazing gunfight, Rabbit’s end comes quietly and by his own hand. Rebecca kills
Alex Longshadow while Emmett and his wife are murdered by Neo-Nazis.

005

Bates Motel
Gone But Not Forgotten
March 3, 2014
Norman fixates on the death of Miss Watson. The economic livelihood of the motel is threatened when
Norma gets unexpected news about the bypass project. Bradley's hunt for her father's killer drives her to
dangerous extremes.
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006

Being Mary Jane
Uber Love
February 25, 2014
After David confronts Mary Jane about stealing his sperm, she realizes he is the man she truly wants to be
with only to realize life is complicated.

007

Black Sails
I.
January 25, 2014
After a run of short hauls, the once powerful Captain Flint faces mutiny by his own crew. John Silver joins
Flint's pirate ship, hiding something of great value from his captain. On the island of New Providence,
Eleanor Guthrie keeps order in the face of a resurgent Royal Navy.

008

The Blacklist
Madeline Pratt
February 24, 2014
Liz helps Tom adjust to the impending adoption; Red reveals a woman from his past is a target; Red
convinces Liz to pull off a heist at the Syrian Embassy.

009

The Blacklist
Pilot
September 23, 2013
Ex-government agent and one of FBI’s Most Wanted, Raymond “Red” Reddington turns himself in, offering to
give up the world’s worst criminals, if he only deals with FBI profiler, Elizabeth Keen. What follows for Liz is a
series of events as the race to stop a terrorist begins.

010

Boardwalk Empire
New York Sour
September 8, 2013
Season Premiere. Nucky makes a peace offering. Chalky opens the Onyx Club as Dunn Purnsley kills
booking agent, Dickie Pastor. Agent Knox solidifies himself as a formidable presence. Gillian seeks custody
of Tommy, while Al Capone enlists his brothers. Richard Harrow returns to his violent ways, a killer for hire.

011

Breaking Bad
Felina
September 29, 2013
In the series finale, Walt returns to Albuquerque to seek vengeance and make amends.
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012

The Bridge
Pilot
July 10, 2013
When a body is found on the bridge connecting El Paso and Juarez, two detectives, one from the United
States and one from Mexico, must work together to hunt down a serial killer operating on both sides of the
border.

013

Brooklyn Nine-Nine
The Bet
January 14, 2014
Jake and Amy’s ongoing bet about who can make more arrests comes to a close. Meanwhile, Charles
receives the Medal of Valor for getting shot in the line of duty, but the pain medication he is taking causes him
to reveal his true opinions about his colleagues.

014

Call The Midwife
Episode 5
April 27, 2014
When a young woman with Down’s Syndrome is discovered pregnant, sinister circumstances are assumed.
Meanwhile, as the nuns organise celebrations for Sister Evangelina’s jubilee, Nonnatus House greets new
midwife, Patsy. Elsewhere, Timothy Turner takes his first steps without his callipers.

015

Da Vinci's Demons
The Sun And Moon
April 19, 2014
Leonardo makes an unexpected discovery in the New World. Lorenzo attempts to save Florence with the
help of an old flame. Clarice struggles to retain control of the Medici Bank.

016

Doll & Em
Episode 3
March 26, 2014
Em is flummoxed by her inability to summon tears during an emotional funeral scene, while Doll, cast as an
extra, makes grieving look easy. Between takes, Doll befriends John Cusack and twists her foot on a coffee
run.
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017

Downton Abbey
Episode 8
February 23, 2014
Lady Rose meets the Prince of Wales and faces a dilemma. Trouble also plagues Cora’s mother and
brother, Edith, and almost everyone else at Downton Abbey.

018

Dracula
The Blood Is The Life
October 25, 2013
New to England, Alan Grayson hosts a lavish party. He becomes fixated on Mina, a beautiful young woman
who looks like his dead former love. Newly engaged to Mina, Harker grapples with worries over providing
Mina the life she deserves.

019

Episodes
Episode 301
January 12, 2014
Matt fights for custody of his children, trying to convince his ex-wife to forgive him for sleeping with his stalker.
Sean and Beverly are back together, but they soon discover it’s not easy to heal old wounds, especially
when Sean learns Beverly slept with Morning’s brother while they were apart.

020

The Exes
My Fair Stuart
February 19, 2014
Stuart asks Nicki to accompany him to an important dinner. Phil and Haskell consider getting vasectomies
together.

021

Family Tree
Civil War
June 23, 2013
Tom participates in a Civil War re-enactment and learns about his great-great-grandfather’s mysterious past.

022

The Following
Sacrifice
March 3, 2014
Joe and the girls make their way into a more organized cult. Lily orders the kidnapping of Max, initiating a
manhunt for the killer known as The Huntsman.
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023

Game Of Thrones
The Lion And The Rose
April 13, 2014
Tyrion lends Jaime a hand. Joffrey and Margaery host a breakfast. At Dragonstone, Stannis loses patience
with Davos. Ramsay finds a purpose for his pet. North of the Wall, Bran sees where they must go.

024

Girls
Beach House
February 16, 2014
Looking to heal the wounds of their faltering friendships, Marnie invites Hannah, Jessa, and Shoshanna to
join her at her mom’s friend’s Long Island beach house for a weekend of fun and reconciliation. Her plans
are thwarted when Hannah invites Elijah and three of his friends to tag along.

025

Glee
Love Love Love
September 26, 2013
Tribute episode to the Beatles. Kurt and Blaine ponder their future together; Rachel's dreams of Broadway
seem to be in jeopardy when a "chemistry" audition ends abruptly; Artie and Kitty begin dating; Sue
Sylvester is made interim principal after she frames Figgins.

026

The Goldbergs
Kremps
November 12, 2013
The Goldbergs meet their new neighbors, the Kremps, an all-American family that appears to be perfect.
Beverly invites them over for a BBQ and gets no response. Nobody says no to Beverly Goldberg! The
Kremps eventually come over and the afternoon turns into a frenzy, resulting in a surprising outcome.

027

The Good Wife
A Few Words
March 16, 2014
Alicia recalls her tough road back into the workplace as she prepares an important speech. Meanwhile,
Florrick Agos tries to court a lawyer into joining the firm, and Will looks for help to get out of the voter fraud
investigation.
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028

Grimm
The Show Must Go On
March 21, 2014
A double homicide leads Nick and Hank to a traveling carnival with wesen performers. Monroe and
Rosalee go undercover to find more evidence. On the wedding front, Monroe has an important question for
Nick. In Austria, an invaluable member of the Resistance makes the ultimate sacrifice to help Adalind.

029

Hannibal
Futamono
April 4, 2014
Suspicions rise about Hannibal Lecter when he throws a dinner party while the Chesapeake Ripper is on a
killing spree.

030

Hell On Wheels
Get Behind The Mule
October 5, 2013
Cullen grapples with consequences while Elam mounts a rescue attempt. Durant receives Gen. Grant and
the U.P. board in Cheyenne ahead of the deadline.

031

Hello Ladies
The Dinner
October 20, 2013
Stuart ditches Wade to go with Jessica to a gay club. There, Stuart charms two gay guys who promise to
introduce him to hot models… until he and Jessica humiliate themselves at a fancy dinner party. Back at
Stuart’s house, a dejected Wade invites Kives over to hang out.

032

Homeland
Big Man In Tehran
December 8, 2013
Carrie infiltrates Tehran to support the mission, but Brody’s loyalty wavers when he’s taken to see Abu
Nazir’s widow, Nassrin. As Lockhart’s confirmation looms, and Brody publicly denounces the United States,
Saul reluctantly orders Brody’s execution, but not before Brody uses Nassrin to get to Akbari and kill him.

033

House Of Cards
Chapter 26
February 14, 2014
Francis faces annihilation while the nation is in an uproar. Stamper must tie up loose ends. Claire feels the
cost of ruthlessness.
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034

House Of Lies
Middlegame
February 16, 2014
At the DollaHyde sneaker launch party, Marty (Don Cheadle) is tested by Dre (Mekhi Phifer). Meanwhile,
Jeannie (Kristen Bell) learns something about Lukas (Tip Harris Jr. aka T.I.). A displaced Clyde (Ben
Schwartz) tries to make headway with Marty, and Doug (Josh Lawson) makes a fatal mistake with Lukas’
dog.

035

Justified
A Murder Of Crowes
January 7, 2014
In the swamplands of Florida, Raylan tangles with a deadly branch of the Crowe family tree, while Boyd goes
into the dark heart of the collapsing Detroit Mob.

036

Law & Order: Special Victims Unit
Reasonable Doubt
May 7, 2014
When Frank Maddox, an award-winning television producer, is accused of molesting his eight-year-old
daughter, he claims that his jealous ex-wife is coaching the girl just to get back at him. As the trial becomes a
media firestorm, the SVU squad must find the truth.

037

Lilyhammer
Ghosts
December 13, 2013
A familiar face from the old days shows up in Norway, forcing Frank to return to his New York roots for two
very different types of family reunions.

038

Longmire
Sound And Fury
July 8, 2013
After Henry overhears a disgruntled husband try to order a hit on his wife, Walt and his team must use what
little information they have to prevent her murder. Vic is wary when an ex-cop from Philly shows up in Durant.
Madchen Amick guest stars,
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039

Looking
Looking For Now (Pilot)
January 19, 2014
After an OkCupid date goes south, Patrick is chatted up by a cute barber on Muni on the way to his
ex-boyfriend’s bachelor party. Meanwhile, Agustín agrees to move in with his boyfriend, Frank. Dom
considers getting in touch with his ex-boyfriend.

040

Mad Men
Time Zones
April 13, 2014
Freddie Rumsen pitches Accutron. Roger wakes from an orgy. Don arrives at LAX and lies to Megan while
he plays Cyrano for Freddie. Joan dominates a client. Don gets romantic with a woman on the plane but turns
her down. Peggy, frustrated with life, falls to her knees.

041

Magic City
Sitting On Top Of The World
July 26, 2013
Stevie’s sex and booze-soaked disc jockey convention takes over the Miramar Playa, bringing unexpected
consequences for all the Evans men. Mercedes makes a startling revelation to Vera, Danny and Judi grow
closer. Ike’s plot to fix the Cuban lottery is set in motion, Ben seeks revenge .

042

Marvel's Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.
T.R.A.C.K.S.
February 4, 2014
The team tries to confiscate an important device on a train.

043

Masters Of Sex
Catherine
October 27, 2013
When Masters and Johnson expand the study to include couples, they discover that the science of sex is
complicated by the mystery of attraction. Master’s anxiety about impending fatherhood manifests as
sleepwalking. Ethan learns that dating Scully’s daughter could impact his career. Libby has a miscarriage
and Masters falls apart.
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044

The Mindy Project
Danny And Mindy
May 6, 2014
Mindy thinks she has met the man of her dreams after he writes a description of their encounter in a New York
newspaper, leading to a surprising reveal.

045

Mr Selfridge (Masterpiece)
Episode 7
May 11, 2014
An unnerved Harry arrives home in a swarm of bad publicity and has to deal not only with the scandal in the
press but also search for Henri.

046

Nashville
On The Other Hand
May 14, 2014
As Will Lexington’s album climbs the chart with the help of Jeff Fordham’s deep pockets, Rayna enlists
Teddy’s help to plan a huge, free concert at LP Field to draw attention to her Highway 65 debut. She will
perform with Luke Wheeler and duet with Juliette before thousands of fans.

047

The Neighbors
Balle Balle
March 17, 2014
Larry Bird's Indian co-worker at the coffee shop invites him to his "traditional" Indian wedding and the
Bird-Kersees along with the alien community decide to gift him a Bollywood musical!

048

New Girl
Prince
February 2, 2014
Jess is ready to paint the town purple when a chance encounter finds her and Cece invited to a
once-in-a-lifetime mansion party thrown by music legend Prince, guest-starring as himself.

049

Once Upon A Time
A Curious Thing
April 27, 2014
Zelena threatens to kill Henry if Hook – whose lips have been cursed by the Wicked Witch -- doesn't
proceed with kissing Emma, which will drain all of her magical powers away.
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050

The 100
We Are Grounders
June 4, 2014 - June 14, 2014
As the space station survivors face a deathly drop to earth, the100 kids battle tribes of monstrous warriors.

051

Orange Is The New Black
Tit Punch
July 11, 2013
The inmates close ranks as Red and Piper’s cold war escalates. Piper makes a new ally.

052

Parks And Recreation
Moving Up
April 24, 2014
Leslie, Ben, and Andy head to San Francisco for a National Parks Conference. Tom opens his restaurant,
Ron has another run-in with his ex-wife Tammy 2, Andy lives a rock and roll fantasy, and Leslie makes a
huge decision about her future.

053

Pretty Little Liars
Shadow Play
February 11, 2014
This special episode gives a nod to 1940s-era film noir as Spencer’s numerous sleepless nights due to
prescription pills start to take a toll. Teleported into a black-and-white world, Spencer searches for answers
amongst fedora hats, switchboards and 15-cent coffee. Can Spencer assemble the pieces she finds?

054

QuickDraw
Temperance
August 26, 2013
The Great Bend Temperance movement, led by Livinia Dunlop, gains steam with the support of the new
Sheriff, but when the saloon goes alcohol-free, Honey is forced to bring in a snake oil salesman and all hell
breaks loose.

055

Ray Donovan
The Bag Or The Bat
June 30, 2013
Ray’s life is thrown into turmoil when his father Mickey unexpectedly gets out of prison early, and arrives in LA
to take revenge on Ray for framing him. Ray must protect a beautiful singer from a stalker, but the case leads
to tension between him and his wife, Abby.
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056

Real Husbands Of Hollywood
Tisha And Duane
October 29, 2013
Kevin stirs up diva drama at a new sitcom, rattling producer Nick Cannon, director Keenen Ivory Wayans and
star Reginald VelJohnson. Meanwhile, Nelly and Eric Benet work with Bobby Brown at a recording studio.

057

Reign
Kissed
October 31, 2013
When England’s armies threaten Scotland’s borders, Mary asks King Henry for help, he refuses. Tomas,
son of the King of Portugal, proposes to Mary, promising her aid against England if she’ll abandon Francis
and turn to Tomas. Francis puts Bash in jeopardy when his feelings for Mary cloud his judgment.

058

Revenge
Exodus
December 15, 2013
As the wedding finally arrives, Emily's plan seems poised to go off without a hitch - until enemies unite,
leading to dire consequences.

059

Salem
The Red Rose And The Briar
May 25, 2014
John Alden and Cotton deal with the witch, Rose. Mary takes Mercy and converts her to her way of thinking.

060

Scandal
Guest Who's Coming To Dinner
October 10, 2013
Through flashbacks we learn more about Olivia’s estranged relationship with her father. Meanwhile, both the
White House and Pope & Associates are still in the middle of cleaning up the very big and very public mess
they created.

061

Shameless
Liver I hardly Knew Her
March 23, 2014
The search for a liver for Frank continues and a wedding is happening....
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062

Silicon Valley
Fiduciary Duties
April 27, 2014
After panicking at Peter Gregory's toga party, Richard awakes to find he's made an unfortunate drunken
promise to Erlich. After being unassigned at Hooli, Big Head finds others like him who work at not working.
Richard struggles to articulate Pied Piper’s vision, and reconciles with Erlich to mixed results.

063

Sleepy Hollow
Necromancer
November 18, 2013
Ichabod, Abbie, Captain Irving and Jenny Mills join forces and face the Headless Horseman. While staring
down this nemesis, Ichabod is shocked by game-changing information about the Horseman's true motive.

064

Suits
Conflict Of Interest
August 6, 2013
Harvey’s (Gabriel Macht) defense of Ava (guest star Michelle Fairley) hits a roadblock when the interests of
her murder trial are at odds with Louis’ (Rick Hoffman) work to thwart a hostile takeover of Hessington Oil by
a rival businessman.

065

Super Fun Night
Chick Or Treat
October 16, 2013
Kimmie decides to take advantage of the office Halloween party to don a sexy costume and tell Richard how
she feels; the guys from Kimmie's building invite the girls to a party. Fantasy dance ends episode.

066

True Blood
Radioactive
August 18, 2013
Sookie returns to Warlow and he ties her up. Jessica convinces Bill to rescue Sookie. Warlow and Bill battle
over Sookie. Niall and Jason save Sookie and kill Warlow. Eric bursts into flames on a snowy mountain.
Sookie and Alcide start dating. Murderous infected vampires descend on Bon Temps.
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067

True Detective
Who Goes There
February 9, 2014
Hart and Cohle hunt for their suspect, Reggie Ledoux, a notorious meth-cooker. As Hart's personal life
collapses around him, Cohle infiltrates a biker gang he worked with back in his narco days. Cohle's
undercover work leads both men to a drug-heist and shoot-out in the projects.

068

Turn
Challenge
May 25, 2014
Against Abe's wishes, Anna searches for enemy intelligence at an exclusive gentleman's party hosted by
British spymaster John Andre.

069

2 Broke Girls
And The Wedding Cake Cake Cake
April 14, 2014
Max and Caroline agree to make a wedding cake for an indecisive bride who can't decide on what style of
cake she wants - or much of anything else.

070

Under The Dome
Pilot
June 24, 2013
In Chester's Mill, Maine, a strange occurrence locks the town in under an invisible dome-like surface.

071

Veep
New Hampshire
June 8, 2014
With her responsibilities and powers shifting, Selina is struggling to stay above water.

072

Vikings
Blood Eagle
April 10, 2014
Ragnar and King Horik clash over how to dispense justice to Jarl Borg. In Wessex, King Aelle arrives and
Ecbert has an eye on a new alliance.
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073

The Walking Dead
Too Far Gone
December 1, 2013
Just when everything started to calm down at the prison, Rick and his group now face imminent danger and
destruction. This time, they might not win.

End of Category
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074

American Horror Story: Coven
Bitchcraft
October 9, 2013
Zoe possesses a genetic affliction tracing back to the dark days of Salem. Zoe is sent to a mysterious
school in New Orleans devoted to safeguarding the remaining descendants of the bloodline. Fiona Goode,
the most powerful witch of their generation, gets involved with the Coven’s deadly enemies, the Voodoo.

075

Anna Nicole
June 29, 2013
High school dropout and single mother, Vickie Lynn Hogan, worked as a topless dancer. She changes her
name to Anna Nicole Smith and marries millionaire J. Howard Marshall. After a Playboy pictorial, her career
skyrockets. Hard partying and endless pill-popping take their toll, setting the stage for her tragic descent.

076

Bomb Girls: Facing The Enemy
May 26, 2014
It’s Spring 1943 and production of top-secret sonar equipment has moved to Victory Munitions, revealing a
saboteur among the factory workers. Allied Intelligence recruits Bomb Girl Gladys Witham to find the traitor,
but she must spy on friends, co-workers and fellow agents, calling into question everyone and everything
she trusts.

077

Bonnie & Clyde
Part 1
December 8, 2013
Fueled by their passion for each other and Bonnie's obsession with fame, the couple committed increasingly
dangerous robberies, leaving a trail of blood - and headlines - behind them. Aided by Clyde's sixth sense,
they stayed one step ahead of the law.

078

Burton And Taylor
October 16, 2013
Hollywood’s most volatile on-again, off-again lovers who famously played out every high and low of their
love affairs, multiple marriages and divorces in the public eye - made their last stage appearance together
in the critically reviled 1983 revival of Noel Coward’s stage play, "Private Lives."

079

Clear History
August 10, 2013
Nathan Flomm, after a petty argument with his boss gives up his stake in a start-up company, which goes on
to make billions, publicly humiliating him and destroying his life. A decade later, living under a new name, all
is well, until something from his past threatens his new life.
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080

CrazySexyCool: The TLC Story
October 21, 2013
CRAZYSEXYCOOL: THE TLC STORY follows TLC’s humble beginnings in Atlanta, which quickly led to a
rise to fame in the 1990’s as one of the highest-selling female groups of all time.

081

Dancing On The Edge
Episode 1
October 19, 2013
Music Express magazine editor Stanley Mitchell befriends The Louis Lester Band and introduces them into
aristocratic society. The start of their success is threatened, however, when the American band members
don’t sign in with the London Alien Registration Office.

082

Fargo
A Muddy Road
April 29, 2014
Malvo flips the script on the blackmail operation, Molly sets a trap, and Gus debates whether he should
come clean. Lester’s return to work has complicated repercussions.

083

Fleming: The Man Who Would Be Bond
Part 1
January 29, 2014
Ian Fleming is a dissolute playboy, eclipsed by his dead war hero father and successful brother. His
domineering mother secures him a job assisting Naval Intelligence’s Admiral John Godfrey. His unorthodox
schemes quickly incur Godfrey’s wrath. However, Fleming’s valuable findings could be just what the war
effort requires.

084

Flowers In The Attic
January 18, 2014
The Dollanganger kids are convinced by their mother to hide in the attic where they endure unimaginable
treatment by their ruthless grandmother Olivia Foxworth. Cathy and Christopher come of age, both
emotionally and physically, their family’s sordid past entraps them further as they look to each other for
comfort.
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085

House Of Versace
October 15, 2013
After her brother Gianni’s murder, Donatella Versace becomes head designer. Ridiculed and under
pressure, Donatella succumbs to drug addiction, and nearly bankrupts Versace. Supported by family
(daughter Allegra, Aunt Lucia and brother Santo), she enters rehab, comes back stronger rebuilding one of
the most powerful and influential fashion houses.

086

Killing Kennedy
November 10, 2013
KILLING KENNEDY chronicles the buildup to one of America’s most shocking events: the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy by Lee Harvey Oswald. Starring Rob Lowe (President Kennedy), Will Rothhaar
(Lee Harvey Oswald), with Michelle Trachtenberg (Marina Oswald), and Ginnifer Goodwin (Jacqueline
Kennedy).

087

Klondike
Part 3
January 22, 2014
Bill finds the murderer and seeks revenge while The Count sets his sights on Bill's gold. The Tlingit descend
on Dawson in a bloody nighttime raid. Bill and Meeker escape with their gold only to be confronted with
death in the wilds.

088

Lizzie Borden Took An Ax
January 25, 2014
It’s 1892 when Lizzie Borden returns home and encounters the bloody scene of her violently murdered
parents. The evidence keeps pointing back to Lizzie, the seemingly wholesome Sunday school teacher.
Lizzie is tried for the murders, in the courtroom and in the press, sparking a widespread debate about her
culpability.

089

Mob City
Oxpecker Staydown
December 18, 2013
Siegels murder trial rapidly approaching - Meyer brings unwelcome news. A massacre wrecks LAPD
Parker's plans. Jasmine overlooks detail that could put her in the grave. Detective Joe makes bold move to
protect her against the mob. Siegel has welcome home party courtesy of Mickey Cohen at the Clover Club.
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Outstanding Costumes For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Special
For a single episode of a miniseries, a movie or a special. Emmy(s) to costume designer, costume supervisor,
assistant costume designer and single-credit key costumer (who is the only costume person on the show.)
NOTE: VOTE FOR NO MORE THAN FIVE achievements in this category that you have seen and feel are
worthy of nomination. (More than FIVE votes in this category will void all votes in this category.)

090

Muhammad Ali's Greatest Fight
October 5, 2013
Muhammad Ali’s biggest challenge takes place far from the boxing ring - in the U.S. Supreme Court, where
nine justices debated the legitimacy of his 1971 conscientious objector appeal. This movie goes behind
closed doors as Justice John Harlan (Christopher Plummer) finds himself at odds with the status quo.

091

The Normal Heart
May 25, 2014
THE NORMAL HEART tells the story of the HIV/AIDS crisis in the early 1980's, taking an unflinching look at
the nation's sexual politics as gay activists and allies in the medical community fight to expose the truth about
the burgeoning epidemic.

092

Psych The Musical
December 15, 2013
Shawn and Gus dive into a world that's equal parts mystery and melody to track down an escaped
playwright mad man, Z, who six years earlier was deemed criminally insane after locking a critic in a back
room of the theatre that he burnt to the ground.

093

The Red Road
Arise My Love, Shake Off This Dream
February 27, 2014
Harold Jensen polices two clashing communities: the small town where he grew up and the neighboring
mountains - home of a federally unrecognized Native American tribe. When a dangerous member of the
tribe returns and a shocking tragedy occurs Harold tries to balance his professional duties as his family
unravels.

094

Sherlock: His Last Vow (Masterpiece)
February 2, 2014
To Sherlock Holmes, Charles Augustus Magnussen is the Napoleon of blackmail - and the one man he truly
hates. Now Sherlock and John Watson find themselves facing off with this slippery, loathsome man—and with
one of his victims.

095

The Spoils Of Babylon
Kicking The Habit
January 16, 2014
Devon (Tobey Maguire) and Lady Anne (Carey Mulligan) fall in love, shocking his sister and former lover,
Cynthia (Kristen Wiig). Jealousy strikes and Cynthia's actions forever change Devon's life. Hosted by Eric
Jonrosh (Will Ferrel).
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Outstanding Costumes For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Special
For a single episode of a miniseries, a movie or a special. Emmy(s) to costume designer, costume supervisor,
assistant costume designer and single-credit key costumer (who is the only costume person on the show.)
NOTE: VOTE FOR NO MORE THAN FIVE achievements in this category that you have seen and feel are
worthy of nomination. (More than FIVE votes in this category will void all votes in this category.)

096

Treme
...To Miss New Orleans
December 29, 2013
Series finale. Colson is offered a transfer; guardians send Lambreaux home; Batiste takes his sons to a Dr.
John gig; Hidalgo returns to Texas; McAlary revisits his pothole, now decorated.

097

The Trip To Bountiful
March 8, 2014
Carrie Watts lives with her overprotective son Ludie, and wife, Jessie Mae Watts. Forbidden to travel alone,
she begs Ludie to visit her hometown, Bountiful. He refuses, so she travels by bus, befriending Thelma, a
woman traveling alone. Ludie calls the sheriff but Carrie convinces the sheriff to help.

098

The White Queen
The Price Of Power
June 23, 2013
Beautiful Elizabeth goes from the glory of being crowned Queen, to the ugly reality of life on the throne when
Warwick seeks revenge against her for seducing King Edward.

End of Category
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